QUOTing Your old orchard
FREIGHT SHIPMENT (with Brew movers)
BREW MOVERS
oldorchard@brewmovers.com

BULK PROGRAM MANAGER
syrah.linsley@lassonde.com
(616) 279-1078

TRANSPORTATION
oob.transportation@lassonde.com

REQUEST QUOTE
If your order is 2+ pails or 1+ drums, you qualify for Brew Movers to quote and schedule your shipment for you (billing separately)
Please confirm your shipping arrangements at least 24 hrs (one business day) in advance with OOB.Transportation@Lassonde.com

BEFORE ORDERING

OR...

DURING/AFTER
ORDERING

REVIEW/CONFIRM

If you have not placed your order yet, please
email oldorchard@brewmovers.com with the
following quote information:
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# of pails/drums (specify flavors of each)
Estimated ship date (10+ business days
from time the order is processed*)
Shipping address

Is this a commercial or residential/noncommercial address?
Do you require a liftgate?
Do you require an appointment?
Please note: product is perishable, so we
recommend shorter transit times whenever
possible.

*Order processing ends at 4:00pm EST, M-F

If you are already placing your order, please
include a note in "Comments" section during
checkout: "Please quote me freight options"
Or, if you have already placed your order without a
note in the comments, please contact
syrah.linsley@lassonde.com to request that she
prepare your order notice for Brew Movers. Then
they will follow up with you directly to quote

Once you confirm your freight
arrangement with Brew Movers, they will
send Old Orchard the BOLs and provide
you with tracking information. Brew
Movers will bill you directly for freight, and
they can assist with your future orders
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TERMS & CONDITIONS:
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RISK
Old Orchard requires refrigerated transport for our perishable concentrates, but you can select your shipping
options at your discretion. By ordering from Old Orchard, you acknowledge the following terms and
conditions for shipping each order:
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• That, in absence of refrigerated transport, shorter transit times are preferable
• That ship dates early in the week are recommended in order to avoid weekend delays
• That, due to the chance of delays, we do not recommend scheduling your production on the day of
estimated delivery
• That transit times are estimates only; delivery dates are not guaranteed
• That Old Orchard concentrates ship FOB Sparta, and Old Orchard is not responsible for any shipments that
become damaged or spoiled in transit. Orders are nonrefundable. Should damage occur due to mishandling,
we encourage you to file a claim with the carrier for the value of the order

